In Vivo Deep-Brain Structural and Hemodynamic Multiphoton Microscopy Enabled by Quantum Dots.
Visualizing deep-brain vasculature and hemodynamics is key to understanding brain physiology and pathology. Among the various adopted imaging modalities, multiphoton microscopy (MPM) is well-known for its deep-brain structural and hemodynamic imaging capability. However, the largest imaging depth in MPM is limited by signal depletion in the deep brain. Here we demonstrate that quantum dots are an enabling material for significantly deeper structural and hemodynamic MPM in mouse brain in vivo. We characterized both three-photon excitation and emission parameters for quantum dots: the measured three-photon cross sections of quantum dots are 4-5 orders of magnitude larger than those of conventional fluorescent dyes excited at the 1700 nm window, while the three-photon emission spectrum measured in the circulating blood in vivo shows a slight red shift and broadening compared with ex vivo measurement. On the basis of these measured results, we further demonstrate both structural and hemodynamic three-photon microscopy in the mouse brain in vivo labeled by quantum dots, at record depths among all MPM modalities at all demonstrated excitation wavelengths.